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For over many years we’ve produced superb cases for every kind of journey. Impeccable design standards, careful choice of materials and exacting standards of workmanship 
combine to bring you a wide world of choice for every journey and every destination . Travelling with minimum effort is our constant aim, and with our wide choice of even lighter 
cases, we’ve made a vast difference to all kinds of journeys, especially those where door to door porterage is not an option. On the long walk through the airport terminal or out 
onto the railway platform, by ship, plane, car or train, wherever your life takes you, you can travel with confidence, because March cases take you there.

March products are made with care, following the highest and up to date quality standards. All our raw materials and manufacturing processes are subject to quality controls, 
which take place before production. Before mass-production, every developed product is tested in our lab and test centers. We subject all components such as body materials, 
trolley handle systems,handles, wheels, hardware materials individually to high levels of product control. 

March products are designed, manufactured and extensively tested 
to withstand the rigours of today’s travel. All our products go 
overpass 6 steps test, and subject to stringent quality controls

handle test drop test running test impact testtemperature test

0˚

starcase test

March’s goal is to make products that our customers can rely on and enjoy.  As such, we are committed to ensuring that we provide a range of products in a variety of 
cabin sizes matching current airline regulations to cater to the needs of travellers around the world, while also complying with airline industry requirements. We will 
always ensure to have a wide assortment of travel solutions for different needs, as soon as the market requires it.

CABIN SIZE VARIETY

“ March products are developed and designed in The Netherlands, with focus on quality, 

   functionality and elegant design. “

             Lightweight
With expert design and 
careful choice of materials, 
we’ve created luggage that’s 
lightweight dream to handle, 
without compromising 
quality or security. Our 
ultimate goal is to provide 
the lightest luggage 
possible in order to make 
a difference to all kinds of 
journeys. With our range 
of lightweight cases, you’l 
benefit with every step.

           Security
Security brings peace of 
mind and our TSA locks 
brings security plus. Travel 
Sentry Approved locks 
mean faster screening for 
checked-in luggage, because 
authorized personnel can 
gain access without delay 
or damage. And at all 
other times, they give high 
level protection to your 
possessions.

         Cabin Size
All our smaller models 
qualifies as carry-on luggage 
for 90% of airlines. So now 
you have a wider choice 
than ever for cabin-friendly 
convenience.

        Wheels
Cases with 4  wheels allow 
upright rolling in any direction 
for effortless travel. So say 
goodbye to the suitcase with 
a mind of its own. Many of 
our cases have true 4-wheel 
mobility , so they go where 
you go.  Travel can already 
be a wearying experience, so 
why make it worse ? Once 
you’ve tried a case that goes 
exactly where you want it to 
you’ll wonder how you ever 
managed before.

        Expandable
Many of our soft cases have 
expandable features.
Unzip the expanding section 
to release up to 20% more 
space whenever you need it.

PPPET                              Materials
We only use the high 
performance fabrics and hi-
tech materials,such as PC 
Polycarbonate , ABS, PP and 
PET for our hard shell cases



black  ( silk diamond texture surface )
5000-07-74.64.52

metal kashmir  ( mat metal surface )
5000-19-74.64.52.

darkblue / navy  ( silk diamond texture surface )
5000-14-74.64.52.

metal blue  ( mat metal surface )
5000-54-74.64.52.

metal red  ( mat metal surface )
5000-02-74.64.52.

silver brushed  alu look  
5000-18-74.64.52.

black brushed alu look  
5000-47-74.64.52.

hards ide

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  100 % POLYCARBONATE 
High quality, light, strong & high resistance

Large 77 X 30 X 54 cm  / 3.8 kg / 121 L
Medium 66 X 25 X 46 cm  / 2.9 kg / 74 L
CABIN APPROVED
Small 55 X 37 X 20 cm  / 2.2 kg  / 41 L

SMOOTH & SILENT HINOMOTO 4-WHEEL SYSTEM

High class lightweight internal & retractable aluminous
trolley system with push button locking handle 

TSA BUILT IN SECURE FLAT COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

LUXURY INTERIOR  with double sided packing system 
with garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the silk diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

cosmopolitan
high impact PC ultra lightweight

mat metal surfacealuminum brushed alu look

aluminum brushed alu look 

mat metal surface mat metal surface silk diamond texture surface silk diamond texture surface



avenue Elegant, ultra lightweight 100 % PC
The ribbed surface finish gives Avenue a unique look



black  ( silk diamond texture surface )
 3240-07-74.64.55

dark blue  ( silk diamond texture surface )
3240-04-74.64.55

red   ( shiny surface )
3240-02-74.64.55

taupe  ( shiny surface )
3240-16-74.64.55

dark orange  ( shiny surface )
3240-10-74.64.55

chocolate  ( shiny surface )
3240-29-74.64.55

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  100 % POLYCARBONATE 
High resistance, strong, light and durable

Large 77 X 29 X 54 cm  / 4.1 kg  / 108 L
Medium 66 X 25 X 46 cm  / 3.1 kg  / 72 L
CABIN APPROVED
Small 55 X 35 X 21,5 cm  / 2.2 kg  / 40 L

Lightweight 4 x multi-direction double wheels for more 
stability, 360˚rotating

Lightweight internal & retractable aluminous
trolley system with push button locking handle 

TSA INTEGRATED SECURE FLAT COMBI LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR  with double sided packing system 
with garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the ribbed surface design 
reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

avenue
PC lightweight traveller

hards ide

silk diamond texture surface silk diamond texture surface shiny surface shiny surface shiny surface

shiny surface



new manhattan 100% polycarbonate, brushed aluminum look 
Lightweight, high quality standard, high resistance



vision
ultra lightweight polycarbonate

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  100 % POLYCARBONATE 
High resistance, more light, more strong

Large 77 X 28 X 52 cm / 3.7 kg / 108 L
Medium 68 X 26 X 44 cm / 3.2 kg / 72 L
CABIN APPROVED :
Small 55 X 38 X 20 cm / 2.2 kg / 40 L  

4 SMOOTH multi-direction double wheels
for more stability, 360˚rotating
Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system
 
TSA BUILT-IN SECURE COMBI LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system / garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the silk diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

black  
3300-07-74.64.52

silver  
3300-08-74.64.52

navy  
3300-04-74.64.52

red
3300-02-74.64.52

new manhattan
alu brushed polycarbonate

XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  100 % POLYCARBONATE 
High resistance, high quality , light & strong

Large 79 X 33 X 53 cm / 4.5 kg / 126 L
Medium 69 X 29 X 46 cm / 3.7 kg / 83 L
CABIN APPROVED :
Small 55 X 37 X 23 cm / 2.6 kg / 43 L 

4 x Multi-direction double wheels
fo more stability, 360˚rotating
Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system
 
TSA BUILT-IN SECURE COMBI LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system / garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the brush texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

hards ide

silver brushed  alu look  
5100-08-74.64.52

black brushed alu look  
5100-07-74.64.52

gold brushed alu look  
5100-09-74.64.52



ranger The texture surface reduces damages significantly during travel 
PC / ABS body material mix absorbs knocks easily



hards ide

LIGHTWEIGHT  100 % PURE ABS
Basic plain colors 

Large 76 X 30 X 48 cm  / 4.8 kg / 109.5 L
Medium 66 X 26 X 42 cm  / 3.9 kg / 71 L
CABIN APPROVED    2 - wheel version
Small 55 X 35  X 20 cm  / 2.6 kg  / 39.5 L

MULTI-DIRECTION 8 WHEEL SYSTEM
Telescopic aluminous trolley system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA FIXED COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system / garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

bumper
the world adventurer

black
0100-07-72.62.52

dark lake
0100-04-72.62.52

raspberry
0100-02-72.62.52

silver
0100-08-72.62.52

navy
0100-14-72.62.52

kashmir
0100-19-72.62.52

ranger
l ightweight classic elegance

black 
0090-07-72.62.52

grey
0090-08-72.62.52

dark orange
0090-10-72.62.52

chocolat
0090-29-72.62.52

XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  POLYCARBONATE /ABS mix
high impact. 

Large 78 X 30 X 50 cm  / 3.8 kg  / 113 L
Medium 68 X 26 X 45 cm  / 3.3 kg  / 76 L
CABIN APPROVED 
55 X 35 X 22 cm  / 2.3 kg  / 41 L

4 x MULTI-DIRECTION DOUBLE WHEELS
for more stability, 360˚rotating
Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system with 
push button locking handle
 
TSA BUILT IN COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE



rocky 100 % fresh ABS with double performance wheeling system 
Rocky is designed for complete mobility on any journey



hards ide

black - orange
3650-17-72.62.52  

black - indigo
3650-47-72.62.52 

grey - indigo
3650-48-72.62.52

red - silver
3650-82-72.62.52

dark lake - silver
3650-84-72.62.52

snow white
3650-00-72.62.52

rocky
high impact pc/abs mix XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  POLYCARBONATE /ABS mix

high impact. Plain colour exterior with different colour zipper 

Large 78 X 27 X 49 cm  / 3.9 kg  / 108 L
Medium 68 X 23 X 45 cm  / 3.1 kg  / 72 L
CABIN APPROVED - meets the IATA regulations :  
55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 2.3 kg  / 40 L

4 x MULTI-DIRECTION DOUBLE WHEELS
for more stability, 360˚rotating
Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system with 
push button locking handle
 
TSA INTEGRATED FLAT COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE



Elegant,lightweight. 
A brushed finish gives New Carat a 
unique look. A perfect addition for 
any tasteful traveller

new carat



Xtra LIGHTWEIGHT  POLYCARBONATE /ABS mix
Brushed colors, elegant look

Large 74 X 29 X 53 cm  / 4.0 kg /  110 L
Medium 65  X 26 X 47 cm  / 3.4 kg /  76 L
CABIN APPROVED - meets the IATA regulations :  
55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 2.2 kg  / 40 L

MULTI-DIRECTION 4 X 2 WHEEL SYSTEM
Lightweight telescopic aluminous trolley system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA INTEGRATED COMBINATION LOCK
built-in flat lock with lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system / garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

new carat
sensational elegance

black brushed
0088-27-75.65.53

gold brushed
0088-26-75.65.53

silver brushed
0088-18-75.65.53

burgundi brushed
0088-22-75.65.53

navy brushed
0088-34-75.65.53

bronze brushed
0088-39-75.65.53

Xtra LIGHTWEIGHT  POLYCARBONATE /ABS mix
Brushed colors and basic plain colors 

Large 75 X 30 X 47 cm  / 3.7 kg /  104 L
Medium 65  X 26 X 40 cm  / 3.1 kg /  67 L
CABIN APPROVED - meets the IATA regulations :  
55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 2.2 kg  / 40 L

MULTI-DIRECTION 4 WHEEL SYSTEM
Telescopic aluminous trolley system with 
push button locking handle
 
TSA FIXED COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system / garment section

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

ribbon
metropolitan explorer

black brushed
0044-27-71.63.51

gold brushed
0044-26-71.63.51

silver brushed
0044-28-71.63.51

burgundi brushed
0044-22-71.63.51

navy brushed
0044-34-71.63.51

bronze brushed
0044-39-71.63.51

hards ide



vienna
100% Polypropylene, made for high impact performance
Suitable for any journey



hards ide

vienna

vienna

high impact polypropylene

beautycase

black
0030-07-72.62.52

black
0030-07-24

white
0030-00-72.62.52

white
0030-07-24

raspberry
0030-02-72.62.52

raspberry
0030-02-24

blue
0030-04-72.62.52

blue
0030-04-24

Xtra LIGHTWEIGHT  unbreakable 100 % Polypropylene
Very high impact, very flexable and strong

Large 77 X 30 X 54 cm / 4.4 kg / 113 L
Medium 66 X 26 X 47 cm / 3.5 kg / 77 L 
CABIN APPROVED :
Small 55 X 39 X 22 cm / 2.7 kg / 43 L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM 4 multi-direction wheels

Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA BUILT-IN SECURE COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

Xtra LIGHTWEIGHT  unbreakable 100 % Polypropylene
Very high impact, very flexable and strong

CABIN APPROVED :
Small 34 X 28 X 18 cm / 0.9 kg / 16 L

INTERIOR double sided system with zipper 
compartments, pockets and mirror 

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

PP

PP



grey 08

100% Polypropylene, made for high impact performance
A perfect addition for any tough journey

aspen



hards ide

black
0020-07-72.62.52

red
0020-02-72.62.52 

orange mandarin
0020-10-72.62.52

light blue
0020-54-72.62.52

snow white
0020-00-72.62.52

aspen
high impact polypropylene

Xtra LIGHTWEIGHT  unbreakable 100 % Polypropylene
Very high impact, very flexable and strong

Large 77 X 29 X 53 cm / 4.2 kg / 113 L
Medium 66 X 26 X 47 cm / 3.3 kg / 77 L 
CABIN APPROVED :
Small 55 X 39 X 20 cm / 2.4 kg / 43 L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM 4 multi-direction double wheels

Internal & retractable aluminous trolley system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA BUILT-IN SECURE COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

INTERIOR double sided packing system and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

PP

twist

black
0055-07-71.63.51

dark lake
0055-04-71.63.51

red
0055-12-71.63.51

pearl red
0055-52-71.63.51

scratch resistant 
pc/abs mix

XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  POLYCARBONATE /ABS mix
high impact

Large 75 X 30 X 47 cm  / 3.6 kg / 104 L
Medium 65 X 26 X 40 cm  / 2.8 kg / 67 L
CABIN APPROVED - meets the IATA regulations :  
55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 2.0 kg  / 40 L

4 WHEEL SYSTEM  
Telescopic trolley system with push button locking handle
 
TSA COMBINATION LOCK
with lockable zip pullers for extra security

INTERIOR double sided packing system

BODY SURFACE PROTECTION  the diamond texture 
surface reduces damages significantly during travel

5 YEAR GUARENTEE



black
2111-07-72.62.52

black
2111-07-02

red
2111-01-72.62.52

red
2111-01-02

bronze
2111-06-72.62.52

bronze
2111-06-02

rolling 

rolling bags

the multifunctional traveller

XTRA  LIGHTWEIGHT 
High quality rainproof 1680D durable nylon

Large 78 X 30 X 48 cm / 3.6 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 68 X 27 X 42 cm / 3.1 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED ( padlock included )
Small 55 X 38 X 20 cm / 2.2 kg / 37 L

4 X 2  SPECIAL ROUND  WHEEL SYSTEM  improved solid design for 
better manoeuvre, 360° rotating

Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  
Interior with double sided packing system and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

get a’way shoulder bag

High quality rainproof 1680D durable nylon, for daily use

Small size bag with shoulderstrap
6 Compartments, of which 4 zipped, 2 open, a smartphone pocket 
and a compartment for your ipad  ( max 9.7 inch ipad )

SIZE  26 x 8 x 22 cm / 0.45 kg

2 YEAR GUARENTEE



black
2111-07-03

black
2111-07-01

red
2111-01-03

red
2111-01-01

bronze
2111-06-03

bronze
2111-06-01

rolling bags 

rolling bags 

take a’way  15 inch  laptop briefcase bag 

High quality rainproof 1680D durable nylon, for daily use

Briefcase bag including optional shoulderstrap and 
integrated comfortable shoulder belts for backpack use
Big strap on backside for attach to trolley

8 Compartments, of which 4 zipped, 4 open, a smartphone pocket 
and a compartment for your laptop ( max. 15 inch laptop )

SIZE  42 x 10 x 30 cm / 1.15 kg

2 YEAR GUARENTEE

stow a’way shoulder bag

High quality rainproof 1680D durable nylon, for daily use.
 
Medium size bag including optional shoulderstrap and 
strap on backside ( if unzipped ) to attach to trolley

5 Compartments, of which 3 zipped, 2 open, including 
laptop compartment  ( max. 13 inch laptop )

SIZE  38 x 15 x 27 cm / 0.65 kg

2 YEAR GUARENTEE



ready The world classic traveller, 
smooth performance, extra lightweight



softs ide

grey
2780-08-72.62.52

delta
l ightweight world traveller

XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT 

Large 78 X 29 X 47 cm  / 3.4 kg / 104 - 117 L 
Medium 68 X 26 X 42 cm  / 2.8kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED  ( padlock included )
Small 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 2.1 kg / 38 L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM, 4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEELS
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 25% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

black
2780-07-72.62.52

navy
2780-04-72.62.52

omega blue
2780-54-72.62.52

red
2780-01-72.62.52

ready
easy lightweight 
performance

XTRA LIGHTWEIGHT 

Large 77 X 33 X 48 cm  / 3.5 kg / 112 - 124 L 
Medium 67 X 28 X 43 cm  / 2.8 kg / 73 - 83 L
CABIN APPROVED  ( padlock included )
Small 55 X 38 X 20 cm  / 2.1 kg / 37 L

MULTI DIRECTION 4 -WHEEL SYSTEM
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

black | indigo
2666-47-72.62.52

skyblue | orange
2666-24-72.62.52

navy | orange
2666-84-72.62.52

red | grey
2666-28-72.62.52

taupe | orange
2666-56-72.62.52



flybird
Contemporary, very lightweight and easy to expand 
Expertise combined with extreme lightweight technology



EXTREME SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT 

Large 77 X 29 X 47 cm  / 3.2 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 67 X 26 X 42 cm  / 2.8 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED  2 wheel version ( padlock included )
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.8 kg  / 37 L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM, 4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEELS
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 25% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

quash
extreme lightweight 
performance

black
2000-07-72.62.52

bronze
2000-06-72.62.52

fuchsia
2000-11-72.62.52

darkgrey
2000-08-72.62.52

softs ide

EXTREME SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT !

Large 77 X 29 X 47 cm / 3.15 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 67 X 26 X 42 cm / 2.7 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED  ( padlock included )
Small 55 X 35 X 20 cm / 1.75 kg / 37 L

4 WHEEL SYSTEM, lightweight, smooth, 360 ° rotation
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK  ( M & L )
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

flybird
extreme lightweight
performance

black
2450-07-72.62.52

navy blue
2450-04-72.62.52

omega bkue
2450-54-72.62.52

red  ( with brown components )
2450-31-72.62.52

purple red
2450-22-72.62.52



cloud Extremely lightweight, easy to handle
Travel the world with Cloud on business or pleasure 
with consistant performance



EXTREME ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT !!

Large 77 X 29 X 47 cm  / 2.7 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 67 X 26 X 42 cm  / 2.4 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED  ( padlock included )
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.7 kg  / 37 L

4 WHEEL SYSTEM, LIGHTWEIGHT, 360˚ rotation
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
with lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

cloud
l ightweight global traveller

black
2550-07-72.62.52

navy
2550-04-72.62.52

kashmir
2550-19-72.62.52

petrol blue
2550-64-72.62.52

red
2550-01-72.62.52

EXTREME SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT 

Large 77 X 30 X 47 cm  / 2.3 kg / 107 L
Medium 67 X 27 X 42 cm  / 2.1 kg / 79 L
CABIN APPROVED  combi padlock included 
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.55 kg / 37  L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM, 4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEELS

Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security
  
INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

lite
extreme super lightweight
performance

black / cognac
2888-57-72.62.52

navy / cognac
2888-74-72.62.52

softs ide



grey 08

elle With extra front pocket compartments for more 
packing capicity



arrow
l ightweight business 
traveller

EXTRA SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT 

Large 77 X 29 X 47 cm / 3.65 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 67 X 26 X 42 cm / 3.1 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED ( padlock included )
Small 55 X 38 X 20 cm / 2.15 kg / 37 L

4 X 2  WHEEL SYSTEM more steady, 360° rotating
Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  
Interior with double sided packing system and garment section

EXTERIOR main front pocket with laptop and multifunction section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

black
2040-07-72.62.52

rood
2040-01-72.62.52

grey
2040-08-72.62.52

bronze
2040-06-72.62.52

ULTRA SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT !

Large 77 X 30 X 47 cm  / 2.7 kg / 107 - 119 L
Medium 67 X 27 X 42 cm  / 2.3 kg / 79 - 89 L
CABIN APPROVED  combi padlock included 
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.7 kg / 37  L

LIGHTWEIGHT SYSTEM, 4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEELS

Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK  ( M & L )
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

elle
ultra super lightweight

black
2969-07-72.62.52.

fuchsia
2969-11-72.62.52.

softs ide



carter
special edition

Travel the world with Carter SE lightweight  
and modest with easy performance



carter special edition

classic ultra lightweight

EXTREME SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT

Large 77 X 30 X 47 cm  / 3.0 kg / 107 - 119 L
Medium 67 X 27 X 42 cm  / 2.5 kg / 79 - 89 L
CABIN APPROVED  2 wheel version ( padlock included ) 
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.8 kg  / 40 L

4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEEL SYSTEM
Lightweight telescopic aluminous trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE M and L size, the 25% extra expansion 
Feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

black
2222-07-72.62.52

navy
2222-04-72.62.52

red
2222-01-72.62.52

purple
2222-05-72.62.52

gold
2222-09-72.62.52

softs ide

black
2580-07-72.62.52

mandarin
2580-10-72.62.52

omega blue
2580-54-72.62.52

wine red
2580-02-72.62.52

focus
dynamic ultra lightweight

EXTREME SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT

Large 77 X 29 X 47 cm  / 2.8 kg / 104 - 117 L
Medium 67 X 26 X 43 cm  / 2.3 kg / 69 - 80 L
CABIN APPROVED  ( padlock included ) 
meets the IATA regulations : 55 X 35 X 20 cm  / 1.7 kg  / 37 L

4 MULTI-DIRECTION WHEEL SYSTEM
Lightweight telescopic aluminous trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK 
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE M and L size, the 25% extra expansion 
Feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE



gogobag Designed for complete mobility on a tough journey



EXTRA LIGHTWEIGHT  
Durable fabric extra quality

Large 71 X 35 X 41 cm  / 3.5 kg  / 101 L
Medium 63  X 32 X 36 cm  / 3.0 kg  / 73 L
CABIN APPROVED  
Small 53 X 33 X 20 cm  / 2.5 kg  / 40 L

2-WHEEL SYSTEM heavy duty , smooth gliding
Internal and retractable aluminous trolley 
system with push button locking handle

EXTERIOR   3 Multi-pockets
Main pullers suitable for padlock
Heavy duty top handle. Integrated adress label

INTERIOR    2 main pockets. Internal packing 
system with straps and clicking system

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

gogobag
heavy duty adventurer

black
6200-07-75.65.55

red
6200-02-75.65.55

darkblue / navy
6200-04-75.65.55

kashmir
6200-06-75.65.55

bond street
elegant traveller 

vivid black
2588-27-72.62.52

XTRA SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT !

Large 77 X 33 X 48 cm  / 3.7 kg / 112 - 124 L
Medium 67 X 28 X 43 cm  / 3.2 kg / 73 - 83 L
CABIN APPROVED 
55 X 38 X 20 cm  / 2.2 kg / 37  L

4 MULTI-DIRECTION DOUBLE WHEEL SYSTEM

Lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle system
with push button locking handle
 
TSA SECURE FIXED COMBINATION LOCK
With lockable zip pullers for more security

EXPANDABLE  M and L size, the 20% extra expansion 
feature creates more packing capacity.  

INTERIOR with double sided packing system 
and garment section

5 YEAR GUARENTEE

softs ide
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